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2017
AT IHD

November! Already? How time flies. There has been so much to do in
2017. I hope you have drained every drop of achievement and fun you
can out of this last academic year.
Community at IHD has thrived since the start of O’Week in 1st
semester. That’s no mean feat and every resident, resident leader and
staff needs to be congratulated for their support of each other and the
many programs which underpin life at IHD.
The complexity of on-campus residential living is a marvel. We have all the functions of
meaningful community and the diversity of issues we deal with on a daily basis is just
staggering. Recently I heard people speaking of the many pillars of community. That got me
thinking. The structure of International House Darwin has so many props. It’s the House
that Darwin built!
I’m not going to expand on all of these
diverse but interrelated areas of IHD life.
As residents you know them, and can
quite easily elaborate. Suffice it to say
that in supporting and connecting with
each other we build our House each and
every year. And when we do this we also
fulfil our vision of “transforming futures
by what is learnt in community”.
I wish everyone a safe return home as
the year winds down. For those exiting
IHD one last time I wish you well in your
future endeavours. May we greet one
another at alumni functions in years
to come. For those returning to IHD
next year I look forward to renewing
the journey. Together we will share the
responsibility for introducing all new
good folk to the ways of The House.
Warmly, Philip
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2017 has been another busy year at IHD:
• It’s the year we had our first Semester 1 spit roast cook-up –
a tradition we want to build into the IHD future
• It’s the year that we brought back the IHD Ball as an annual
Semester 2 event – replacing the rain-bothered End of Year
Dinner held in recent years on the IHD lawns
• It’s the year that we got a swanky new bus for IHD (thanks
for all the driving Reuben and Alwin!)
• It’s the year that we upgraded much of the IHD WiFi system
– and the year that our WiFi complaints dropped dramatically (made me very
happy!)
• It’s the year that we got the new bike shed near Building 13 - finally giving
motorbikes some cover too
And hopefully it’s a year that brought you new friendships, new experiences, new
knowledge and happy memories of your time at IHD. So many of those happy
memories will be of the small things – the moments spent with friends, the laughs
had, the meals shared. All of this is an important part of your life at IHD – and being
part of a big and diverse community is something special that residential living has
to offer.
For the staff it is our chance to share in little parts of your university experience that
makes our job special. Every year we watch with pride as familiar faces graduate
and move on to fulfilling lives after IHD. And every year we watch as the nervous new
arrivals make their first hesitant steps into our community. On behalf of the team in
the office and the Resident Leaders, thank you for what you have contributed towards
our happy year in 2017 too.
Have a great holiday if you are returning and a wonderful
future if you are leaving us.
All the best
Penny
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A HUGE thank you to the IHD Yearb
ook Committee; Britta, Aman and
Reuben. They’ve worked hard to bri
ng you this Yearbook!

ORIENTATION WEEK
Whoa! What a great two weeks of Orientation IHD Residents had. We had so many
events going on that I’m sure you were well acquainted with CDU and Darwin. You
might even consider yourselves “Darwinians” or “Territorians”.

Our most popular events turned out to be the Darwin/ Palmerston Cruise, Welcome
BBQ, Casuarina Beach Fish and Chips Picnic, Potluck Dinner, Welcome Day and the Big
Day Out events.

Welcome Day

Welcome day was a success with the residents
first being greeted by the Vice Chancellor who
prepared a welcome video addressed to them.
The Residents then had the official opportunity
to meet the IHD Office staff and the rest of the
Resident Leader team.
A few games were played throughout the day
with Anindya Ganguly and Xia Jing Zhang
(Caroline) taking out the friendship bingo and winning movie tickets.
We then saw the first team competition with the Tug of War and the 3-legged-race. It
was a mighty competition between the teams and we congratulate everyone on their
participation. Below are the team’s placings and scores.
The formalities ended with a raffle competition.
Congratulations to Hiu Man Luk (Sarah) who was
the lucky Resident to win the Samsung Tablet and
Kaiming Qian who won a $50 shopping voucher to be
used at any Casuarina Square outlet.
On to Stokes Hill Wharf the Residents went to have
some dinner and close out their day.

Big Day Out

Tug of War
Place
Team
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Points

Yellow Frillys
Green Crocs
Blue Curlews
Red Frogs

4
3
2
1

Three Legged Race
Place
Team
Points

The Big Day Out was one to remember. We had 25
Residents attend the Jumping Crocodiles Cruise, 14
Residents throw down some balls at King Pin while
also playing Laser Tag and arcade games, and 7
Residents attending the NT Museum and Art Gallery
finishing off with a Ski Club Lunch.

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Blue Curlews
Green Crocs
Yellow Frillys
Red Frogs

- Imran Nadeem, Resident Engagement Officer

4
3
2
1

look out litchfield
Each semester, new and returning Residents jump aboard the IHD Bus and
head out to Litchfield National Park for the day. Semester 1 saw Residents living

like locals in the Territory’s Dry Season; swimming, relaxing and enjoying a picnic lunch
at Florence Falls and the Buley Rockholes. As always, this outdoor event is provided to
IHD Residents at no extra cost.

WATCH
THE CLIP

HOLI FESTIVAL

March 13 saw Residents’ true colours.

As long as they’re blues, reds, purples and
yellows, that is. The Holi Festival takes place on
the day of the fullmoon of the Phaluga month
and is one of the most famous celebrations in
the northern parts of India. At this Hindu-Festival
people celebrate the victory of the good over
the bad and the beginning of the spring.
The special feature is that the people paint
themselves with various colours and throw
colourful powder in the air to express the freedom and to colour their
everyday life. The most important thing is, that on this day all people are seen as equal.

“[The best part was...] Celebrating it for the first time
since I arrived Australia. Celebrating it with residents
who were playing with coloured powder for the fist
time and are from different cultural backgrounds. ”
- Bingi

international women’s day
On Wednesday, 8 March the world celebrated International Women’s Day
in various ways. Two IHD residents hosted a gallery of past and present
influential women from around the world. Sonia and Srijana received a $1000

grant from the NT Government as sponsorship for the event. The funds were put
towards catering, production of the gallery and create the ideal purple ambience.

“Srijana and I wanted to create awareness of the importance of empowering women,
encouraging young women to recognise their leadership potential, educate people
about gender issues and encourage men to support women in different ways, such as
education,” said Sonia.
“As a woman, I wanted to be inspired
as well to not give-up in difficult times,”
added Srijana. “Initially this event was
brought to us by Penny. But getting
an opportunity to inspire people from
different backgrounds to stand with
women’s rights and empowerment in
itself was a great motivator.”
Determined to provide inspiration and
motivation to all residents, they set-out to
find the right guest speaker.
The Hon. Lauren Moss MLA humbly accepted their invitation. Ms Moss is the Local Labor
Member for Casuarina and is also the Minister for Environment and Natural Resources,
the Minister for Tourism and Culture and the Minister for Corporate Information
Services. She spoke of her ambitions and journey into politics, including her struggles
with anxiety and public speaking.

Both Sonia and Srijana feel Ms Moss’s speech was one of the key highlights of the
evening.
“Finding that Lauren Moss went through mental health issues and fear of public speaking
and she still stands where she is today, as the youngest Member of Parliament, is quite
inspiring in itself,” said Srijana.
Sonia and Srijana also pointed out
Penny’s speech and the feeling of
accomplishment as highlights of
the night.
“Having other residents come and
help with the set-up willingly, and
so many people turn up to the
event to support the cause, was
awesome,” said Srijana.

Photo credit: Kevin Liang

tiwi trek

On Sunday, 19 March six IHD Residents flew to Tiwi Islands for the annual
Footy Grand Final and Art Show. A quick 25-minute flight meant more time to

explore the culture and surroundings of Bathurst Island. There was plenty of sun
(although a quick shower offered relief from the humidity) and energy everywhere you
went. From the art show to the footy grounds, Residents were able to break into groups
and immerse themselves in everything on offer.

“the highlight for us was watching
the incredible speed & skills shown
in a really close footy final. i got a
real kick out of sitting next to the
pilot on the way home too, i have
to say! denise bought a lovely
painting for her mum. the only
thing i knew about the tiwi islands
was that they loved their footy and
many top afl players have come
from there. so the whole trip was a
really enjoyable eye-opener.”
- Geoff & Denise

sushi supreme

We had our sushi night on 1st April,
which was brought to our residents by
the International Events Committee,
with a lot of help from our committee
members Aiko Shi and Stella Xie on the
prep stage.

More than 40 residents joined the event
that night to experience DIY sushi, also
participating in the wasabi challenge and
Japanese Cultural True or False Quiz.
At the start of the event Victor showed
residents how to roll sushi and get residents
involved in making their own. After everyone
enjoyed the food and their experience, we
played two games; Wasabi Challenge & Japanese Cultural Quiz.
During the Wasabi Challenge, each participant drew a sushi from a sushi plate, three
out of the fifty sushi pieces was made with wasabi rather than avocado. The three lucky
players then raced to finish eating a whole wasabi roll. Shaun Paul was the winner and
the runner-up of this game was Doris Zhao.
Residents who played the Japanese Cultural Quiz were asked to answer a series of
Japanese Cultural Related Questions by deciding if the statement given was true or
false. After 10 questions, Sarah Luk became the last person standing.
The winner of each game was awarded a movie ticket.
The Committee received great feedback from everyone and are
busy preparing the next event.

- Victor

gorge(ous) katherine
Residents ventured out to camp at Katherine Gorge & Edith Falls. A cruise along the
Gorge, numerous tourist destinations & a visit to Nitmiluk - they did it all!
“It was an unforgettable and wonderful experience
to me. The highlight of the trip was camping in
the Nitmiluk National Park. We became guests
to the lovely wallabies and other animals’ home.
I highly appreciated the peaceful relationship
among the Aussie, animal and the environment.
The Katherine camping trip is a beautiful memory
in my exchange student journey definitely. Thank
you all for creating such amazing trip.”
- Sarah

“The trip to Katherine was amazing,
especially the swimming in Edith Falls.
There we swam in the stream of the
river, enjoying the cool water in a hot
environment. The other highlight was the Katherine Gorge cruise that offered
beautiful colours, fresh water crocodiles and fascinating stories about the Jawoyn
culture. The trip peaked in another beautiful swimming place near the Katherine River
ideal for a relaxing break before the boat went back to the starting point.”
- Manuel

ihd’s got talent
Like moths to a flame, IHD’s Got Talent attracted the performances of our
talented Residents. The night’s overall winners were Augusto, Leo and Mimi with

their rendition of Sia’s Titanium, followed closely by Jean-Philippe tickling the ivories
with Amelie’s Waltz. In the end, the judges awarded two entrants with third prize, as it
was too close to call; Tommy dancing to Bruno
Mars’ Chunky and Srijana dancing to Choli Ramro.
Performances of the night included an original
song titled 109 by Jonah, Sonia playing the
ukulele and singing Band Perry’s If I Die Young,
and Reuben and Jonah, singing with guitar,
Johnny Cash’s Ring of Fire.

bike rally

To kick-off 2017’s Dry Season, IHD’s Environmental Committee got their
wheels rolling for the Bike Rally.
The Rally was a reminder for Residents to get outside
and active – away from technology – which saw
participants ride from IHD to Nightcliff.
“We’ll be riding bikes to encourage use of alternative
transport to cars and buses, which rely on nonrenewable fossil fuels and pollute the atmosphere,
thus contributing to global warming,” said Committee
member Larissa.

delicious dumplings
We had our Chinese Dumpling Night on the 29th April; this event was
brought to our residents by the International Events Committee, also
supported by Confucius Institute by providing our residents the Chinese
traditional game Mahjong.
Around 40 Residents joined the event
which was designed to proceed as a
Carnival. Residents could collect their
game tickets to get a chance to win 1 of
5 movie tickets, by making and cooking
Chinese Dumplings, participating in
a Mahjong tutorial session and also
playing the chopstick challenge, which
is to use chopsticks to transfer glass
balls. The more tickets they win the
higher chance their name will be called
at the final lucky draw stage.
It’s glad to see our Residents enjoyed their self-made Chinese dumplings, under the
guidance of our Chinese Residents, with a various range of stuffings: beef, pork, chicken
and vegetarian. Many Residents also interested with the Chinese cultural traditions
and games, especially the Mahjong game. The experience encouraged so many of
our Residents to give it a go. As most of you requested, we’ll try our best to bring the
Mahjong competition back in the future.
We drew our prizes at the end of the
event. The five lucky people were Maya
Bathnabathan, Shaun Mackley, Kevin Liang,
Takuma Arisaka and Angela Wang. Each
winner received a movie ticket.
A big thank you to the Residents who spent
the entire afternoon and night to stay with
Srijana and I for the preps, set-ups and event
operation.
Your support makes this event achieve such a great
success. Special thanks to Stella Xie, Andy Wang,
Stephanie Tang, Mary Tong, Charlie Leung, Kevin Liang,
Maya Bathnabathan, Wenhao Li, Jaycee Tang and Ms.
Ruby Li (Confucius Institute’s volunteer teacher but also
an IHD Resident).

- Victor

quick SNAPS

Photo credit: Kevin Liang

end of semester celebration
The End of Semester 1 for 2017 was
celebrated with a relaxed Saturday
afternoon cookout. It was great to see so

many Residents turn out, despite the stressful
exam period.
Live music, food and fashion were
complimented by the presentation of
Scholarships and Community Awards.
Congratulations to all recipients and those
that took part in the cultural fashion parade!

Scholarship recipients

WATCH
THE CLIP

Yujian (Dylan) Xia Jing (Caroline)
Zhang
Zhang

Yang (Sonia)
Song

Ma Alyssa
Maliglig

Nicole
Wairegi

Rens
van der Vegt

Community Award Recipients

Takuma
Arisaka

Ming (Stella)
Xie

Jin Jing (Stephanie)
Tang

Jonah Van
Roekel

Click here to see more videos and photos of Semester 1 at IHD!

Every year IHD runs a Photography
Competition for Residents to display their
skills in recording their experiences of
that year. These are just some of the 98
entries we had for the 2017 categories
of Best Wildlife, Portrait, Scenery and
Sunset. Read on to see the announced
winners and their shots at the IHD Ball!

resident talent
Love you always
If I could whisper your name loudly enough
The sea will steal you from my gaze
You shall remain my secret forever
I shall love you always.
I am not the best writer you shall meet
I do not have the flamboyance to woo you
I lack the charm, the glamour, the esteem
The character arc to entrap you.
Yet I shall wait for you forever
Praying every night and days to come by
For you to into my eyes and see through
No matter wherever I live, whatever happens to Us
For this life and all the next to come
I shall always love you.
My Summer of a Winter’s dream
My Autumn of an endless rain
My Spring with its swirling snow
My days with your never ending tales
Shall never perish, shall never end
As I shall seek for you in heaven and hell.
Let the world be blind
To the beauty that you possess
Tonight, with bend knees I confess
My love for you shall live, forever and always.
- Anindya

Away by choice
When I look back & hover my thoughts
Over the brief span of my existence
I miss the many miss calls
From my parents side
Which I failed to pick & reply.
I miss those fights & heated arguments
We had over phones;
But then all of a sudden,
We just stopped to talk.
We both became quiet, They & I.
That’s the form of love
I miss the most
In the canvas called Life.
I wish for those moments
To trace back in time
I long for those minutes to whisper nearby.
I want to shout & say,
‘I hate you.’ To them every day.
Then, after hours of resentment
Seek for tear-stained forgiveness
I want to do the caricatures
I did back at home
That’s the form of love I miss the most.
Nothing much, I miss nowadays.
Their company, their voice,
Their touch all poised
Loitering on my head, every now & then
I miss their affection breathing over me
As I floated away from home by choice.
- Anindya

The Sorting Hat Quiz
IHD has been trying to get a hold of the Hogwarts’s Sorting Hat
since we’ve heard that some Residents might think they are not
living in the right building. Take our Sorting Hat Quiz and find
out in which building you belong...

1. How do you spend your weekends?
A) 2 days on Mitchell street
and 2 days hungover
B) With friends, cooking and
playing cricket
C) Having bonfires at the beach
D) Studying
2. How do you feel about sharing?
A) What’s mine is yours
B) I don’t mind sharing as long
as you return the things
clean.
C) I share my wine and crepes
D) Anything but my notes

3. Why did you come to IHD?
A) To have the best time of my life
B) To meet new people
C) To find love
D) To expand my resume

4. Describe your average dinner:
A) Dominoes most nights
B) Everyone is invited and we
prepare a good meal together
C) As long as it has wine, I don’t
mind what I’m eating. But
crepes would be amazing.
D) I don’t have time to cook big
meals so I prepare meals 1
week in advance

5. How much do you study before an exam?
A) I don’t study much. Probably pull an
all-nighter before the day of the exam
B) I steal notes off of my friends over potluck dinner
C) I don’t really like studying, but when I
do, I need a bottle of wine with it
D) I’m studying right now

Mostly D

Mostly A
You belong in
the Party Houses
(Building 15, 16,
17): You are a fun
and social person
who does not like to
take life too seriously.
The Party Houses are
right for you because
you can choose to
live with your friends,
walk into your friends’
rooms at any time and
arrange fun parties.

Mostly B
You belong in the
Social Shacks
(Building 6, 11): You
are a social person
and always looking
for a reason to hang
out with your friends.
You like to cook and
eat together, which
makes you a perfect
match for the Social
Shacks. Here, the
kitchen is always filled
and everyone is up for
a chat.

Mostly C
You belong in the
French Maison
(Building 3, 4):
Even though our
French friends have
already left, they have
definitely attracted
lots of attention this
year. The French
have introduced us to
some great bonfires,
guitar sessions, wine
chocking and crepes.
How can we not
dedicate a building to
them this year?

You belong in the
Study Buildings
(Building 1, 2, 5,
7, 10): The reason
why most of us
are not familiar
with people from
these buildings, is
because they are
always studying
in their caves.
Students that like
to study in silence
and that take their
time at IHD a little
more serious than
others would, like
to live in these
buildings.

ORIENTATION WEEK
An eventful two weeks to say the least! We had many
events throughout the two weeks and it was great to
see the high attendance by our residents. We thank
you for your participation and look forward to the
upcoming events this semester.

Our most popular events turned out to be the Darwin
and Palmerston Cruise, Casuarina Beach Fish and
Chips Picnic and the Board Games night. The positive
attitudes throughout the week were appreciated.
It’s always easier doing things with happy
residents.
We hope it helped you settle into Darwin, build
a large network of friends and made IHD feel like
your new home.

Welcome Day

Welcome day was a success with new and returning residents coming together for
the first time to learn a little about IHD. We were able to kick off the morning with
some friendship bingo which saw Xia Jing Zhang win a movie ticket for completing the
task first. We then made our way through the important information all IHD residents
need to know. We finished the session off with some pizza and the RLs then invited
everyone to join in on some interesting games of tug-of-war.
The formalities ended with a raffle competition.
Congratulations to the below residents on their
lucky draw prizes.
On to Stokes Hill Wharf the residents went to have
some dinner and close out their day. They were
greeted with some beautiful coastal weather and a
picturesque sunset.

the most memorable experience for
me was the potluck dinner that IHD
organised. I met my first few friends in
Darwin in that event. I also got to eat
cuisines from different countries
- Roni

Big Day Out

37 Residents attended the Jumping Crocodiles Cruise, which, for most, was their
first time to see a crocodile. We also made an impromptu stop at the Window of the
Wetlands centre where everyone was able to get some breathtaking views of the
surrounding wetlands. What and amazing sight! We then kicked off back to Maccas for
some lunch and headed home.
We had another group of residents attend the NT Museum and Art Gallery finishing off
with a Ski Club Lunch. They were able to witness “Sweetheart” the NTs most popular
crocodile. Some were blown away by its size. They also witnessed the sheer devastation
Cyclone Tracy caused in 1974 and realised for the first time how serious they need to
take cyclone warnings.

- Imran Nadeem, Resident Engagement Officer
WATCH
THE CLIP

greek night

On Friday, 28 July, the International Events Committee successfully held its
first food & cultural event for the semester.

The Greek Culture & Food Night attracted more than 40 residents’ participation. The
night started with a Greek-style head band making activity, which our residents were
given the chance to use some of the provided material to create and make their unique
flower-shaped head bands. Muriel mentioned that the head band making activity was
her favourite session.
The Committee provided residents with a traditional Greek-style dinner, which included
chicken wraps with feta cheese, hummus and veggies. A various choice of drinks and
also snacks – chips with Tzatziki, a traditional Greek Style dipping sauce. “I really enjoy
the food tonight, I wish IHD can organize more high quality events like tonight” said
Caroline.
Residents also gained some Greek cultural knowledge, by reading
the Greek Culture Clue Poster while completing their quiz game
sheet. For those who got all three answers right, they had the
chance of winning some great prizes. The lucky winners from the
lottery draw were Andy Wang, Wei Bi, Leon Yao and Jason Lei. Each
of them received a movie ticket.
Lastly, a big thank you to those committee members who assisted
us with food preparation and room decoration, we wouldn’t achieve
the success of this event without them.
We look forward to bringing our residents more exciting international cultural
experiences in the future and please feel free to contact us with your wonderful and
creative ideas, or if you’d like to join the committee.

- Victor & Stephanie

’laxin at Litchfield
And just like that, Semester 2 hit. What did that mean for IHD Residents? It was

time to head to Semester 2’s annual Litchfield picnic day destination; Wangi Falls.

WATCH
THE CLIP

overnight douglas daly
& berry springs trip

ihd’s got talent
Round 2 for 2017 was a show not to be missed. The night’s overall winners were
Reuben and Sonia with their cover of ‘Hotel California’, followed closely by Srijana’s
traditional Nepalese dancing and Augusto’s solo cover of ‘Halo’.

a night in macau
The International Events Committee successfully held their second cultural
event for the semester; A night in Macau. The event did not focus on cultural food –
although some finger food and drinks were provided – but more so on an international
location.
Macau is widely known as the preeminent gambling capital of the world, greatly
dwarfing other gambling centers. “A Night in Macau” gave residents a wonderful
experience of Macau’s culture and this marvellous event attracted around 30 residents
to gamble and experience the atmosphere of Macau. Eight other residents helped
during the preparation and worked as dealers throughout the night.
We started the night by providing each resident
$200 worth of chips for themselves to choose
what game they want to play. The gambling game
included Black Jack, Mah-jong , Dice and Sic Bo.
After every half an hour, they can collect another
$50 worth of chips until 10pm – to make sure all
their money wasn’t lost in the first two games!
Being the easiest to play, the Dice game attracted
the most residents among all the games, followed
by Black Jack. “This event was awesome and I love
Dice game the most because I won a lot in that
game!” said Niki.
Duc Hung won the first prize, Niki won second prize
and Simarjit won third. Each of them received gift
cards at various values.
Thank you to those dealers who assisted us with the room set-up, preparation and
residents who participate in the event, we would not have been able to run this event
successfully without them.

- Stephanie

discovering KAKADU

IHD holds a 2-night, 3-day camping trip to Kakadu every semester with seasonal
variations to the itinerary. This time, Residents went swimming at Gunlom Falls,
travelled on the Yellow Water wildlife cruise and took-in the amazing aboriginal art and
views at Ubirr as well as doing some croc watching at Cahills Crossing.

“The Kakadu trip was an amazing
experience. The NT is such a diverse and
beautiful place. The best part of the trip
was Gunlom Falls. The hike was a little
breathtaking but totally worth it. I have
seen many amazing places in Australia but
this experience was unique.”
- Lillian

“It’s my first camping trip and being able to
have so many IHD residents together in this
trip is great, we know each other better and
stronger bonds are formed... I had learned
to build the camping tent, various species
of the animals in NT and most it strengthen
my love towards the nature.”
- Provest

Click here to see more videos and photos of Semester 2 at IHD!

2017 IHD BALL
The much-anticipated return of the IHD Ball was a spectacular sight. Residents

and IHD Staff put on their finest to celebrate the friendships and achievements made
throughout the year. You can click here to see the full album on the IHD website.

WATCH
THE CLIP

SKYCITY CASINO FRIDAY, 15 SEPTEMBER

2017 IHD BALL
award winners
Every year IHD awards Certificates of Commendation
to a few members of our community who have
contributed in particular ways to the well being of
others living at IHD or in the broader community.
The IHD Certificate of Commendation for Community
Support was awarded to a Resident who is described by
peers as a kind person who goes above and beyond what is
expected to ensure the well-being of other Residents. This
person gives time to others and tries to be helpful when
others are in need.

The IHD Community acknowledged Aman Kathed
with a Certificate of Commendation for Community Support.
The IHD Certificate of Commendation for Community Spirit
goes to a resident who has enthusiastically embraced life at
IHD. This person is energetic and friendly, getting involved
in a broad range of IHD events and engaging socially with a
broad range of residents. Their contribution at IHD shows a
fine community spirit.

The IHD Certificate of Commendation for
Community Spirit was awarded to Muriel Scholz.
The IHD Certificate of Commendation for Community
Service was awarded to a Resident who has taken an active
interest in helping those less fortunate. This warm and caring
person spends time raising funds to support others in need or
distributing items to assist those who are down on their luck.
Locally this involves distributing food, clothing or blankets to
those who live rough. At IHD this person’s initiative has been
to collect recyclables which can raise funds to sponsor needy
children.

The IHD Certificate of Commendation for Community
Service was awarded to Susan Joseph.

2017 Harry Edmonds Award
Harry Edmonds lived in New York city in 1909 and one day passed a Chinese student on the
street and said hello. Upon receiving this greeting, the student stopped. Harry Edmonds asked
what was wrong and the student replied that he’d been in New York for three weeks and that
was the first time anyone had spoken to him. Aghast at this sad revelation, Harry Edmonds then
went on to establish International Houses Worldwide – of which International House Darwin is
a proud member. IHD’s Harry Edmonds award recognizes a Resident Leader in our community
who particularly exemplifies the same traits of kindness, compassion, friendliness and warmth
shown by Harry Edmonds. The winner’s name is added to a plaque which is on display in the
IHD Reception. Furthermore, the Harry Edmonds Award winner receives one week of free rent
at IHD.
This year the Harry Edmonds award went to a Resident
Leader who has been described by the community
as a good, friendly Resident Leader with a great
attitude. This person communicates well with others, is
helpful and nice to everyone and demonstrates good
interpersonal skills. We are told this Resident Leader is
always on hand with boundless generosity for others.
Also described as “a true man of the community”.

For the second year running, the Harry Edmonds
Award was presented to Reuben Wakefield.
2017 Resident of the Year.
Resident of the Year is the highest award offered at IHD. It recognizes the efforts of an individual
who exemplifies positive engagement in their community. The Resident of the Year is someone
who is a helpful, active, responsible and caring member of IHD. Nominations for Resident of the
Year come from Residents. A plaque which is on display in the IHD Reception lists those who
have been awarded Resident of the Year since
2008. In addition to this honour, the recipient
will receive a voucher to purchase a work of
Art from Framed Gallery at Stuart Park.
The 2017 Resident of the Year award goes
to someone who has been described by
their peers as friendly and willing to help
everyone. This is someone who “supports
everyone in any way.” A nice person who is not
only capable, but also has a strong sense of
responsibility. This person is fun, has a good
sense of humour and gets on with people
across the IHD community.

The 2017 Resident of the Year is Kai Sun.

Click here to see the IHD End of Year Video!

2017 IHD BALL
photography winners
Best Wildlife

‘Whistling Kite’
Alyssa Maliglig

Best Sunset

‘The Elements’
Muriel Scholz

Best Sunset

‘A Painting of Sunset’
Lichen (Kevin) Liang

Best Territory Scenery

‘Territory Day’
Alyssa Maliglig

Best Portrait

‘Glance in Cambodia’
Felix Courtadon

Overall Winner
‘Where the Blue Sky Meets the Red Sea’
Mohammed Hasan

a part of something

bigger

From the moment you arrive at IHD, you become
part of something bigger. At IHD, Residents are provided
with the opportunity to extend themselves, pursue their
interests and connect with broader community groups.

Thank you to those residents who volunteered and/or donated during
the bike sales, kitchen sales and car wash. Your efforts are not just
appreciated at IHD, but in the Territory community also!

The Fight Against Poaching
2017 resident Matthew Gardiner was in his final
year of a Bachelor of Law, while also working with
Malawian National Parks and Wildlife to combat
poaching. Early in the year, Matthew spent two months in

Kasungu National Park – a 2100 square kilometre area of natural
woodland and bush within Malawi, which borders Zambia. In the
1980’s, it’s estimated the Park was home to over 2000 elephants,
herds of zebra, buffalo and several pride of lions. Due to decades of
widespread poaching for ivory, skins and bush-meat, their numbers
have dwindled. There are now no lions and approximately just 200
elephants, 100 buffalo and several zebra remaining.
Matthew has always held an interest in conservation. More so, his
fascination lay in the application and practice of international treaties,
such as the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species
(CITES), in developing countries. Working as part of the anti-poaching
team for Malawian National Parks and Wildlife (MNPW) was a great
opportunity for Matthew to experience just that.
“This work is important as it preserves these animals for future
generations,” said Matthew. “It protects them from the greed that
has driven them to extinction, it is stopping international organised
crime.”
On average, a pair of elephant tusks can weigh around 15-20
kilograms. Once placed on the black market, a single kilogram
of ivory – also referred to as ‘white gold’ – can be sold for up to
USD$4000.
“When the average monthly salary is less than USD$30 and corruption of officials is a problem,
stopping the trafficking in the bush is one of the best ways of dealing with the problem.”
Although working in a developing country has proved challenging, it has brought tremendous
rewards. Matthew was part of an operation which resulted in the arrest of ivory dealers who were
attempting to sell over 50 kilograms of ivory. The dealers had
killed at least five elephants (they were in possession of three
pairs of tusks and two single tusks), and had poached across
Malawi, Zambia, Zimbabwe and Mozambique for years.
“One of the most memorable experiences has been having
a herd of elephants wander through my backyard and being
woken by an elephant peering into my bedroom window.”
Matthew highlights the importance of going the extra mile for
the sake of the animals and their existence.
“If anyone wants to make a difference, you must get involved, it’s
a real hands-on experience.”
“Whether it be patrolling with scouts, working with police on
sting operations or being involved in community engagement.
Each area involves being part of a bigger team with shared goals
of protecting the unique African wildlife, before it’s too late.”

a part of something
Muriel’s Mission

bigger

At just 19 years of age and originally from Katherine, IHD Resident Muriel
Scholz is trekking halfway across the world to make a difference.
The Volunteer Eco Students Abroad (VESA) program
allows students the opportunity to be a part of large-scale
humanitarian projects in regions around the world. These areas
are not typically addressed by traditional charity or aid.
Muriel came across VESA by chance – picking up a flyer while
on campus at CDU. “I’ve always had an interest in volunteering
work and travel, and this opportunity provides both,” she
said. “It’s such a unique experience that not everyone has the
opportunity to participate in.”
For just under three weeks, Muriel will work with local children
where she will teach English and renovate and revitalise existing
facilities, such as bathrooms and kitchens. She’ll also be working
with the KZN-Ezemvelo Wildlife Authority in two wildlife
conservation projects: the Saint Lucia Crocodile Center; and the
Emdoneni Cheetah Project.
“We land in Durban before heading to Saint Lucia (volunteer week),” she said. “Next we head to
Swaziland where the adventure week begins. After this week, most head home, but for some of us
who have elected to stay, we head to Mozambique to continue our trip for an extra week. While in
Mozambique, we travel between destinations such as Tofo, Tongula Island, Bilene and Turtle Bay.”
As well as helping the local community, Muriel’s keen to experience the travel-aspect of
humanitarianism. She’ll meet her first Zulu healer, go snorkelling amongst rays and turtles, and try
her hand at white-water rafting, quad bike riding and caving.
While Muriel is excited and getting her vaccinations in order, there are a few aspects she’s really
looking forward to. “The whole experience will be something to remember, from meeting the
village kids to sharing a beach bungalow with one of my best friends who secretly applied and
got accepted to the same program and group,” she said. “The safaris and cruises are also a very
exciting thing for me; I really can’t wait to see a hippo!”
Muriel begins her journey to South Africa mid-November and will return to Darwin with a whole
new perspective (and hopefully having seen a hippo) in early December.

Providing a Better Future
Recycling cans and bottles has helped IHD
Resident Susan to provide a better future for
less fortunate children.
Originally from India, Susan started a new charity
project here at IHD with the help of our RLs, and
her friends and fellow-Residents Aneena, Aman and
Mei Szee. Her volunteer journey began with a small
beginning of donating her own recyclables and
unused items.
Susan strongly believes that as human beings “it is our social responsibility to lend a
helping-hand to those who are in need“. While living at IHD, she studies a Bachelor of
Nursing – further highlighting her humanitarian values – and works part-time.
“There is a significant amount of people in India lying in poverty who need a helping
hand,” she said. “There are kids who live in the street who are unprotected and not
supervised. I have seen a lot of kids dreaming of a life like we live.”
With children in mind, Susan began thinking of ways to help improve their lives. She
started collecting 10c recyclable bottles from each of IHD’s residential buildings.
This money is then donated to an organisation in India to sponsor a child through to
adulthood. This organisation empowers, rehabilitates and supports children in growing,
learning and transitioning into adult-life. Young women are also provided with the chance
to complete their education and become self-reliant.
It costs around $80 a month to sponsor
a child in India. Susan’s goal is to recycle
enough bottles and cans to sponsor at least
two children every month.
“I believe what makes us perfect is when
you can make someone smile or when you
can do something good for the people
around you,” said Susan.

staying social
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STAY IN TOUCH

What were you looking
forward to most about
coming back to IHD?
First and foremost, the
chance to meet and
hopefully befriend as
many new students as
I can as this proved to
be the best part of my
stay here at IHD in last
semester. Having such
diverse and interesting
friends to spend
your days with is
what really makes an
experience something
to remember.
- Muriel
What were you
excited for in 2017?
Excited this year about
the different activities
at IHD - they help in
getting in touch with
people from different
cultures. IHD also
provides good support
and advice during the
semester on how to
study better and have
a study/life balance at
the same time.
- Avinash
What shocked you the
most when you first
arrived in Darwin?
The climate of Darwin
shocked me because
it is totally different
from that of Japan. It
is so humid and hot in
Darwin, but it is dry
and cold in Japan in
February!
- Takuma

What has been your
favourite/most
memorable experience
of IHD/Darwin so far?
I have a number
of memorable
experiences of IHD/
Darwin so far that
include meeting
other residents at
IHD, the Welcome
Day, walks/runs
along the beautiful
beach, and the
Darwin/Palmerston
and Adelaide River
Crocodile trips.
- Denise
Jumping Crocs cruise
has been my most
favourite experience
in Darwin as I have
never seen crocodiles
jumping in my life.
Darwin is a nice place
to settle down after
retirement and maybe
one day, I’ll be back to
Darwin again, not as a

student but maybe as
a resident or tourist.
IHD is my third home
besides Malaysia and
Singapore. Everyone
here is friendly and
kudos to the team
players for making
the events happening
and for providing a
platform for us to
interact with students
from all over the
world.
- Rubpa
My favourite and most
memorable experience
is the orientation
event in 2017 IHD
orientation week. It
was fun and also a
golden opportunity to
know more people.
It is scary to live
alone in the new
environment especially
for new comer.
Therefore, I knew alot
of people throughout
the orientation event!
- Stephanie
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